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Minimally Invasive Epicardial Injections Using a Novel
Semiautonomous Robotic Device

Takeyoshi Ota, MD, PhD; Nicholas A. Patronik, PhD; David Schwartzman, MD;
Cameron N. Riviere, PhD; Marco A. Zenati, MD

Background—We have developed a novel miniature robotic device (HeartLander) that can navigate on the surface of the
beating heart through a subxiphoid approach. This study investigates the ability of HeartLander to perform in vivo
semiautonomous epicardial injections on the beating heart.

Methods and Results—The inchworm-like locomotion of HeartLander is generated using vacuum pressure for prehension of
the epicardium and drive wires for actuation. The control system enables semiautonomous target acquisition by combining
the joystick input with real-time 3-dimensional localization of the robot provided by an electromagnetic tracking system. In
12 porcine preparations, the device was inserted into the intrapericardial space through a subxiphoid approach. Ventricular
epicardial injections of dye were performed with a custom injection system through HeartLander’s working channel.
HeartLander successfully navigated to designated targets located around the circumference of the ventricles (mean path
length�51�25 mm; mean speed�38�26 mm/min). Injections were successfully accomplished following the precise
acquisition of target patterns on the left ventricle (mean injection depth�3.0�0.5 mm). Semiautonomous target
acquisition was achieved within 1.0�0.9 mm relative to the reference frame of the tracking system. No fatal arrhythmia
or bleeding was noted. There were no histological injuries to the heart due to the robot prehension, locomotion, or
injection.

Conclusions–In this proof-of-concept study, HeartLander demonstrated semiautonomous, precise, and safe target acquisition
and epicardial injection on a beating porcine heart through a subxiphoid approach. This technique may facilitate minimally
invasive cardiac cell transplantation or polymer therapy in patients with heart failure. (Circulation. 2008;118[suppl 1]:S115–
S120.)
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Myocardial injection therapy, which is based on the ratio-
nale of improving cardiac function in situ by introducing

tissue-engineered materials (eg, stem cells or biopolymers) into
an infarct area, is emerging as a therapeutic strategy for post-
myocardial infarct heart failure.1-4 Although this therapy is
currently dominated by transcatheter endocardial approaches,
direct epicardial injection offers some advantages such as easy
detection of target myocardial infarct lesions, decreased likeli-
hood of cerebrovascular complications,5 and superior site spe-
cific efficacy.6 These advantages do not apply when making
injections into the septal wall, which would require puncturing
the healthy ventricular wall from an epicardial approach as
opposed to an endocardial approach. The other major drawback
to direct epicardial injection is the lack of dedicated minimally
invasive access technology, causing it to be performed only in
conjunction with other procedures using a full sternotomy or
thoracotomy. This approach introduces high associated morbid-
ity despite the intrinsically simple and noninvasive nature of the
injection procedure. Ott et al have reported successful robotic-

assisted minimally invasive cell transplantation to the epicardia
of porcine hearts.7 The DaVinci robotic surgical system, how-
ever, requires multiport placement and lung deflation and does
not readily facilitate the precise placement and depth of injec-
tions with its rigid endoscopic instrumentation. A dedicated
technology for precise interaction with the heart from within the
intrapericardial space that balances treatment efficacy and min-
imal invasiveness would benefit direct myocardial injection
therapy and the development of intrapericardial therapies in
general.

To address this need, we have developed a novel miniature
robotic device (HeartLander) that navigates over the epicar-
dial surface to facilitate the delivery of minimally invasive
intrapericardial therapy through a subxiphoid approach. Pre-
vious prototypes have been tested using both in vitro and in
vivo animal preparations. These devices have demonstrated
safe remote-controlled navigation over the beating heart8-10

and epicardial lead placement to the anterolateral ventricle.11

To improve the interaction for the surgeon, the HeartLander
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system now features a real-time 3-dimensional visualization
display and semiautonomous navigation to selected targets.
This report presents the design of the robotic system and a
preliminary evaluation of its ability to perform semiautono-
mous epicardial injections in a precise pattern on a beating
porcine heart through a subxiphoid approach.

Materials and Methods
HeartLander System Overview
The HeartLander system consists of a surgical user interface and
patient-side instrumentation. The surgeon interacts with the robotic
system through the user interface, which features a 3-dimensional
visualization display and both joystick and computer mouse input
devices. The patient-side instrumentation translates the commands of
the surgeon into the appropriate robotic actions through the support
system, which consists of the external motors, vacuum pumps, and
computer control system. This instrumentation drives a miniature
tethered crawling device located within the intrapericardial space of
the patient. This tethered design allows the crawler, the therapeutic
portion of the robotic system, to be miniature, lightweight, passive,
and disposable.

Design of the HeartLander Crawler
The tethered crawler consists of 2 bodies (front and rear) that each
contain an independent suction pad for prehension of the epicardium

using vacuum pressure (Figure 1). Each suction pad has a cylindrical
shape with a diameter of 6.0 mm and a depth of 3.5 mm, which is
integrated into the body (Figure 2). Thin latex skirts surround the
periphery of the suction pads to help create a vacuum seal with the
epicardium. The crawler bodies are each 5.5�8.0�8.0 mm
(height�width�length) and are made of a strong plastic using
stereolithography fabrication. These dimensions include a 2-mm
diameter working channel and allow the robot to fit through an 8-mm
diameter port. The drive transmission that actuates the crawler is
comprised of 2 superelastic nitinol wires (0.3 mm in diameter) that
are attached to the front body and sheathed within lengths of
low-friction plastic tubing that are attached to the rear body (Figure
1). The wires slide freely within the plastic sheaths when driven by
the motors located in the support system, modifying the distance and
angle between the crawler bodies. Vacuum pressure is regulated by
computer-controlled valves in the support system and is supplied to
the suction pads via vacuum lines. The vacuum pressure is adjustable
up to 600 mm Hg and was set within the range of 500 to 550 mm Hg
during in vivo animal testing. The proximal portion of each vacuum
line is equipped with a pressure sensor, which measures the pressure
in the corresponding suction pad.

The locomotion of the HeartLander crawler is a cyclic, inchworm-
like process that is coordinated through the computer control system
by regulating the wire lengths between the crawler bodies and the
vacuum pressure in the corresponding suction pads. To move
forward, the wires are extended to advance the front body while the
rear body is under active suction. Retracting the wires after active
suction has been transferred to the front body then causes the rear
body to advance toward the front body. To move backward, this
process is reversed. Turning is achieved by advancing the drive wires
in different lengths to achieve the desired heading orientation. This
low-level coordination is maintained by the computer control sys-
tem, and thus the details are transparent to the surgeon. Throughout
the locomotive cycle, the control system also monitors the data from
the vacuum line pressure sensors to ensure that at least one suction
pad maintains prehension of the epicardial surface at all times. The
driving forces of the motors on the wires are also monitored by the
control system using force sensors located within the crawler drive
transmission in the support system.

Remote Injection System
A remote injection system for performing epicardial injections from
beneath the pericardium has been developed to fit within the working
channel of the HeartLander crawler. During locomotion, the 27-
gauge needle is safely housed inside the working channel of the front
body (Figure 2A). When the crawler reaches the desired target
location, the needle is extended into the tissue that has been drawn
into the active front body suction pad (Figure 2B). The proximal end

Figure 1. The tethered HeartLander crawler is the therapeutic
portion of the robotic system and is driven by offboard instru-
mentation in the support system. Each body contains a suction
pad for gripping the epicardium that is supplied with vacuum
pressure through a vacuum line. Two drive wires actuate the
crawler. An electromagnetic tracking sensor is mounted to the
front body.

Figure 2. A, The custom remote needle injection
system located in the retracted position for safe
locomotion over the heart surface. B, The needle
(highlighted by the arrow) is now in the extended
position for injection into the myocardium.
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of the needle injection system is connected to a syringe. The depth of
the needle penetration into the tissue is set by an adjustable
mechanical constraint within the range of 1 to 5 mm.

Electromagnetic Tracking System
The 3-dimensional visualization display in the surgeon’s user inter-
face is generated using the data from an electromagnetic tracking
system (microBIRD; Ascension Technologies, Burlington, Vt).12

The position and orientation of a miniature tracking sensor, located
on the front body of the crawler (Figure 1), are measured in real time
with respect to a magnetic transmitter attached to the operating table.
This method of tracking does not require a line of sight between the
sensor and the transmitter and is thus well suited for tracking tools
located inside the body. Due to the fact that HeartLander passively
moves with the portion of the epicardium to which it is attached at
any given time, the heart surface motion is captured in the tracking
data. However, we are primarily concerned with the locomotion of
the robot relative to the heart surface, and therefore the physiological
motion is filtered out of the tracking data in real time. The user
interface software generates a 2-dimensional projection of the
3-dimensional location of the robot and its locomotion trail for the
current view angle, which is specified by the surgeon based on his or
her desired view (Figure 3A).

Epicardial Injection Trials
We decompose the acquisition of any general target pattern into 2
distinct sequential tasks: navigating from the initial location to the
general vicinity of the targets (navigation task) and performing a
series of short, precise motions to each of the individual targets
(fine-positioning task). By separating a target pattern acquisition into
these 2 tasks, the control system is able to reduce the total procedure
time by adjusting the balance between speed and accuracy as
warranted by the tasks. Due to the distinct natures of these tasks, we
also evaluate each separately in in vivo animal testing.

Animal Preparation
Healthy Yorkshire swine (N�12, body weight of 40 to 50 kg) were
anesthetized and placed in a supine position. A small subxiphoid
incision (40 mm) and pericardiotomy (15 mm) were created to access
the apex of the left ventricle. The HeartLander patient-side instrumen-
tation was mounted on a rack next to the operating table while the user
interface was positioned according to the request of the surgeon (Figure
3A). Blood pressure and electrocardiograpms were continuously mon-
itored through the trials. All of the in vivo animal testing was performed
with the chest closed and pericardium intact through a subxiphoid
approach.

The study protocol was approved by the Institutional Animal Care
and Use Committee of the University of Pittsburgh. All animals

received humane care in compliance with the Guide for the Care and
Use of Laboratory Animals published by the National Institutes of
Health (1996).

Construction of the Heart Surface Model
A stationary wire frame computer model of the heart surface was
generated for the 3-dimensional visualization display in the user inter-
face. This model provided a reference to localize the robot on the heart
during the closed chest animal testing. To capture the structure of the
heart surface in the reference frame of the electromagnetic tracking
system, the surgeon traced the heart with a tracking probe through the
subxiphoid incision. The position data captured from the tracking probe
were then used by the HeartLander 3-dimensional visualization software
to create a wire frame computer model of the heart surface (Figure 3B).
The apex of the left ventricle was marked on the model according to its
anatomic location on the porcine heart, which was visible through the
subxiphoid incision. Because the heart surface model was defined with
respect to the tracking system reference frame, it was automatically
registered properly to the robot tracking data. Targets for both the
navigation and fine-positioning testing were also defined with respect to
the tracking system reference frame and were thus registered to both the
heart surface model and robot tracker.

Navigation Testing Protocol
Navigation testing was performed to evaluate the ability of HeartLander
to reach general target regions located around the circumference of the
ventricles from an initial location proximal to the apex. Before each
trial, the surgeon designated the navigation target using the
tracked probe while viewing its location on the heart surface
model in real time on the 3-dimensional visualization display.
The control system then generated a direct navigation path from the
registered apex location to the navigation target and displayed the
path over the heart surface model (Figure 3A–B). The apex was
selected as the origin for all navigation paths because it was easily
accessible through the subxiphoid approach. Direct paths to the
navigation targets were generated because they minimize the travel
distance and the curvature of the tether. The HeartLander crawler
was then placed proximal to the origin of the navigation path through
the subxiphoid incision by the surgeon. The navigation control
system enabled semiautonomous navigation by advancing the robot
along the path toward the current target when the surgeon pressed the
joystick. The low-level calculations to steer the robot along the path
and coordinate the locomotion cycle were handled completely by the
control system, whereas the high-level command to proceed toward
the target was issued by the surgeon. The 3-dimensional visualiza-
tion display allowed the surgeon to monitor the progress of the robot
in real time by showing the crawler location and trail, the navigation
path, and the navigation target over the wire frame heart surface

Figure 3. A, A photograph of the interventional suite for a porcine trial. The support system instrumentation box (arrow 1) and Heart-
Lander crawler are mounted on the table above the pig. Real-time feedback of the 3-dimensional visualization is displayed on the sur-
geon’s monitor (arrow 2), which shows the registered heart surface model, the target, the target path, and the trajectory of the robot.
The engineer (E) manages the HeartLander control interface and supports the surgeon (S) by adjusting the control and display parame-
ters under the surgeon’s commands (eg, changing the view angle of the visualization display, decreasing locomotion speed). B, A reg-
istered heart surface model. After the target (red dot) has been designated, the target path (gray line) is automatically created along the
surface of the heart.
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model (Figure 4). When the navigation target was acquired within
the distance specified by the surgeon through the user interface, the
crawler stopped and locked onto the epicardium with active suction.
The surgeon also had the option to override the semiautonomous
control by switching to a remote control mode, in which hard-coded
locomotion commands were executed according to the joystick input
(eg, walk straight, turn left). This alternative control mode was made
available for use in the case that the surgeon decided to deviate from
the planned navigation path.

Fine-Positioning Testing Protocol
The fine-positioning experiments tested the ability of HeartLander to
quickly and accurately acquire multiple targets located in a user-defined
pattern. The left ventricle was selected as the location for the testing for
all animals due to its clinical significance with regard to heart failure.
The surgeon first selected the size and shape of the target pattern and its
position and orientation on the left ventricle. The library of injection
pattern templates included 2-point linear, 3-point triangular, 4-point
rectangular, and 8- or 9-point circular shapes. After the parameters of the
target pattern were defined by the surgeon, the targets were fixed in
space with respect to the tracking system reference frame. In the
fine-positioning mode, the control system advanced the front body of
the crawler to align with the current target while the rear body remained
fixed to the epicardium. The calculations to align the robot and the target
were performed by the control system based on the 3-dimensional
location of the robot measured from the tracking sensor and the fixed
location of the current target. Target acquisition proceeded as long as the
surgeon depressed the joystick until the target was acquired within the
distance specified by the surgeon though the user interface. The surgeon
monitored the progress of the robot toward the each of the targets in the
pattern with the 3-dimensional visualization display. This semiauton-
omous control paradigm allowed the surgeon to control the entire
system at a high level while allowing the computer control system to
perform the low-level calculations for the motions for the robot.
After each successful target acquisition, the surgeon locked the front
body onto the epicardium using active suction and performed an
injection of dye into the myocardium with the remote injection
system. The surgeon proceeded in this fashion until all targets in the
pattern were acquired and marked with dye on the heart surface.

Postmortem Study
The animals were euthanized at the end of each trial. The hearts were
first examined in situ to assess damage to noncardiac structures and
were then removed. Gross visual inspection was performed from the
epicardial vantage to surrounding structures in the mediastinum. The
portions of heart tissue along the navigation paths and at the injection
sites were stained with hematoxylin and eosin to assess histological
injuries.

Statistical Analysis
All values are expressed as the mean�SD.

Statement of Responsibility
The authors had full access to and take full responsibility for the
integrity of the data. All authors have read and agree to the
manuscript as written.

Results
Navigation Over the Heart Surface
The HeartLander system took an average of 45 minutes to set up,
which was performed by the engineer while the surgeon per-
formed the animal preparation. The creation of the heart surface
model for the 3-dimensional visualization display took an
additional 15 minutes to prepare. Under semiautonomous con-
trol, HeartLander navigated to designated targets located around
the circumference of the ventricles (Figure 4A). The average
number of navigation trials was 8�1 per animal. The navigation
paths of the crawler over the heart averaged 51�25 mm in
length with an average navigation speed of 38�28 mm/min.
Mean suction pressure and drive wire force over all trials were
562�26 mm Hg and 4.1�0.9 N, respectively. The
3-dimensional visualization display proved sufficient to monitor
the progress of the robot during all trials (Figure 4B). Semiau-
tonomous acquisition of the navigation targets was achieved
within 1.1�0.9 mm, which was expressed as the final distance
between the center of the target and the tracking sensor mounted
on the front body. The average duration for the entire navigation
testing period was 20 minutes. Thus, the average total experi-
ment time, including setup, was 80 minutes.

Acquisition of Injection Target Patterns
Using Fine-Positioning
The fine-positioning control system successfully guided Heart-
Lander in the precise acquisition of the injection target patterns.
The injection targets were acquired within an average of
1.0�0.4 mm. The average acquisition time for each individual
target within the pattern was 16�12 seconds, excluding injec-
tion time. After each successful target acquisition, an injection of
0.1 mL of oil-based dye was injected into the myocardium using
the remote injection system through the working channel of the

Figure 4. A, Successful navigation paths
over the heart surface model from por-
cine testing. Access to the entire surface
of the heart has been illustrated. The
white dots indicate the starting locations,
whereas the black dots show the target
locations. B, A representative image of a
semiautonomous navigation path to a
target. The gray dot indicates the heart
apex, the gray line indicates the target
path, and the red dot shows the target
location. The trail of the robot toward the
target is shown by the green line and
blue dots, whereas the current robot
location is shown by the black dot
(which is difficult to see because it is
aligned with the target location).
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HeartLander crawler. The average number of injections was
5�2 per animal. Injections were successfully demonstrated on
the anterior, posterior, and lateral ventricular walls of the beating
heart through a subxiphoid approach (Figure 5). With the needle
penetration depth set to 3 mm, the average dye penetration depth
was 3.0�0.5 mm. The average duration for the entire injection
testing period, including the administration of the dye injections,
was 25 minutes. Thus, the average total experiment time,
including setup, was 85 minutes.

In the animal model testing of both navigation and fine
positioning, we did not observe any occurrences of HeartLander
coming loose from the epicardium, failing to engage the epicar-
dium, or requiring repositioning.

Operative Notes and Postmortem Study
All animals tolerated the testing well until planned euthanasia.
No adverse hemodynamic or electrophysiological events (eg,
hypotension, fatal arrhythmia, bleeding) were noted during any
trial, except for occasional self-limiting premature ventricular
contractions. The surrounding mediastinal structures (ie, pericar-
dium, phrenic nerve, lungs, pulmonary vein) were intact on
postmortem examinations. There were no gross and histological
injuries (ie, epicardial delamination, hematoma) to the hearts due
to the robot locomotion, suction prehension, or injections.

Discussion
There are myriad opportunities for therapeutic applications within
the intrapericardial space, including, but not limited to, cell trans-
plant therapy for heart failure, left atrial appendage ligation, epicar-
dial ablation, device-based mitral valve repair, and epicardial pace-
maker lead placement for cardiac resynchronization therapy2,13,14.
Recently, several minimally invasive approaches such as traditional
and robotic-assisted thoracoscopy have been reported for these
therapies7,15,16. These approaches, however, require multiple port
placements under general anesthesia with double lumen ventilation.

In addition, commercially available rigid endoscopic instruments
intrinsically limit the operative field; specifically, it is difficult to
access the posterior of the heart, and changing operative sites may
require additional incisions and reinsertion of instrumentation.
Alternatively, the insertion of HeartLander uses a subxiphoid
approach. Our group previously used this approach for intrapericar-
dial access to accomplish endoscopic ligation of the left atrium
appendage, pacing lead implantation, and epicardial mapping using
a rigid shaft subxiphoid videopericardioscopy device.17-19 The
subxiphoid approach is a useful method to access the intrapericar-
dial space because there are no significant anatomic barriers, and it
requires only a single port. Deploying a robot with locomotion
capabilities through this approach has the potential to obviate
general endotracheal anesthesia, lung deflation, and full sternotomy
without sacrificing treatment efficacy. In this manner, HeartLander
has the potential to enable cardiac surgery on an outpatient basis.

In the present study, HeartLander demonstrated precise, stable,
semiautonomous acquisition of predefined target patterns followed
by injections on the beating heart through a subxiphoid approach
with no adverse events. HeartLander also illustrated the ability to
navigate to locations around the circumference of the ventricles,
including the posterior ventricular wall, a location that surgeons
have some difficulty accessing even under full sternotomy. The
combination of the accuracy of the fine positioning within 1 mm of
the target, coupled with HeartLander’s ability to navigate to any
general region on the heart, results in a complete system for the
delivery of precise epicardial injections through a single subxiphoid
port. The size, shape, and density of the injection target patterns can
be easily adjusted through the user interface according to clinical
needs (ie, the shape of myocardial infarct lesions).

The electromagnetic tracking system plays an important role
in the HeartLander system. In the present study, the
3-dimensional tracking data were used to generate the real-time
3-dimensional visualization display of the location of the robot
with an adjustable viewing angle. This display was adequate for

Figure 5. A–B, The 3-point injection pattern shown
on the 3-dimensional visualization display (A) and
the corresponding injection sites on the lateral left
ventricle of the porcine heart (B). C–D, The 8-point
circular pattern shown on the 3-dimensional visu-
alization display (C) and the corresponding injec-
tion sites on the posterior left ventricle of the por-
cine heart.
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the surgeon to monitor the location of the robot, relative to the
heart surface model, as it proceeded toward the targets. This
3-dimensional display technique was easily able to generate any
arbitrary viewing angle of the heart surface according to the
desire of the surgeon at any given time, which is not possible
using traditional 2-dimensional camera-based visualization. Fur-
thermore, the 3-dimensional tracking data from the robot were
used by the control system during the calculation of the semi-
autonomous navigation and fine positioning.

One of the most important advantages of HeartLander, in
addition to providing minimally invasive access and precise
intrapericardial therapeutic delivery, is the benefit of passive
compensation of the heartbeat motion. By adhering directly to
the epicardium, the HeartLander crawler is located in the
moving reference frame of the beating heart. By passively
synchronizing with the heart, the 3-dimensional locations of the
tip of the injection needle and the target remain aligned.
Stabilization of the distance between the needle and the heart
surface results in reproducible needle penetration depths,
whereas stability tangential to the heart surface ensures that the
injection is precisely located. Injection methods not synchroniz-
ing with the heart motion (eg, manual injection, endoscopic tool
injection) suffer with regard to both of these issues. In this
manner, HeartLander does not require cardiac stabilization for
injection, which significantly reduces the risks of hemodynamic
impairment and fatal arrhythmia that can result from the use of
commercial mechanical stabilizers to immobilize the surface of
the heart.

Nevertheless, there are several limitations in this study that
need to be addressed. First, all animal studies were acute and
therefore do not address the possibility of delayed mortality and
morbidity. Long-term studies will be needed to further prove the
safety of the HeartLander system. Second, we used a healthy
porcine heart model due to the preliminary nature of this study.
Given the irritability of the myocardial infarct heart when
subjected to epicardial stimulation, a study using a myocardial
infarct model, which better represents the patients targeted for
future clinical applications, will be indispensable. HeartLander
will also need to cope with adhesions between the pericardium
and the epicardium and the presence of epicardial fat in these
disease models. Finally, the major limitation of the current
real-time 3-dimensional visualization display is that it does not
provide detailed anatomic information of the surface of the heart
(eg, coronary artery distribution). By integrating technologies
that provide high-quality dynamic imaging (eg, 3-dimensional
reconstructed CT), the precise injection capability of Heart-
Lander will be greatly improved by allowing the surgeon to
recognize anatomic targets and sites that must be avoided during
injection (eg, the coronary arteries).

Conclusion
HeartLander demonstrated precise, stable, and safe semiauton-
omous navigation, target acquisition, and epicardial injection on
a beating porcine heart through a subxiphoid approach. This
novel paradigm represents a potential advance for the delivery of
minimally invasive intrapericardial interventions.
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